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Austria has a glorious hunting history with ancient traditions that have been
preserved until nowadays. The here and now of the hunting in Austria is
characterized by amazing landscapes, wide range of animals, high quality of hunting
services and a unique sense of hospitality towards hunters. There are around 140000
hunters in this small nice country (8,5 millions inhabitants), probably there is one
hunter at least in each family and so hunt has a good reputation. Up to XX century
big game hunting was a privilege of the aristocracy and when we talk about
aristocracy in Austria we refer to the Hapsburgs at first. Emperor Franz Joseph I
was a skilled hunter with a special passion for hunting on Alps. The Emperor’s
family devoted a lot of resources to management of hunting grounds where still
nowadays hunters from all over the world can spend gripping hunting days. Starting
from 50’s Austrian institutions and the owners of the hunting areas manage hunt in
an excellent way taking care of wildlife species: capercaillie, black grouse, roe deer,
red deer, chamois, mouflon and alpine-ibex. Hunting structures are very
professional and pleasant stays are guaranteed by a lot of hotel facilities from
hunting chalet to luxurious chateau or hotel spa where you can taste excellent food
and wine. Last but not least trophies are indeed excellent. Hunt on Alpine
Mountains of course has a predominant role with amazing mountainous hunting
grounds well accessible by stalking paths.We have selected the best hunting facilities
across the whole Austria and we can guarantee a high standard hunting stay as well
as the most convenient rates (best value for money). We can arrange a personalised

hunting stay according individual needs and wishes of the client. We focused our
attention especially on austrian hunting offer that can complete our czech and
slovakian hunting offer with different opportunities that you can’t find in the Czech
republic and Slovakia.

HUNTING SEASON
AND
OUR HUNTING OFFER IN AUSTRIA
Please see our hunting offer in regard to individual and collective hunts in the
section Hunt by Country.
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PECULIAR HUNTING OFFER IN AUSTRIA
CHAMOIS

The Chamois is found in terrestrial. rocky areas and alpine pastures in the
mountains of Europe. The adult size of this mountain antelope, sometimes called a
mountain "goat", is 75-85 cm long and 70-90 cm high, with weight of 24-36 kg. The
short, smooth summer coat is overall tawny or reddish-brown, while in winter it
becomes a chocolate brown. The jaw, cheeks, and nose-bridge are strikingly white,
and there is a black stripe running from the eye to the muzzle. The slender, black
horns are found in both sexes. Rising vertically from the forehead, they are sharply
curved backwards on their top third like hooks, and can reach a length of 32 cm /
12.8 inches. The ability of this animal to move about with ease among rocks in
relatively inaccessible terrain is due mainly to the structure of the hooves, which
have an elastic base and a hard thin edge
ALPINE IBEX

The ibex, also known as the steinbock, is a species of wild goat, which predominantly
lives in the Alps (Alpine ibex). His awesome large, up to 1m long horns, make the
ibex to one of the most impressive game in the high mountains. The ibex lives at the
height between timber line and snow line and ascents to heights of up to 3.500m. In
winter he stays in deeper layers than in summer, and also in summer he often ascents
up to alpine lawns for eating. The Alpine ibex has an average head-body-length of
150cm and a shoulder-height of 90cm. Feminine exemplars have a weight of 40kg,
whereas bucks can weigh more than whopping 100kg.

CAPERCAILLIE, BLACKGROUSE

Austria has a quite good population of capercaillie and blackcock and so it is one of
the few EU countries where capercaille and blackcock shooting is legal. Nevertheless
legal restrictions are very rigid in regarding of hunting period (May) and number of
birds that is allowed to shoot each year.

If you are interested in such an amazing and unique trophies please send us a request
well in advance and we will do our best to satisfy your wishes.
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